
SCM PWPL into your Circuit Visualization script

Here is the script of the audio file (more or less). When you do this with your clients, 
you may change it a bit to accommodate their belief system and intent. After you 
have done this several times with yourself and others and feel comfortable with it, 
you will know how to better adapt it to the situation. Just be sure to retain the core of 
the visualization which is the client gives whatever they have received back to PWPL 
with love and gratitude, lets it all be blessed and if necessary healed, and then when 
they are ready, the client receives what they gave back into their core with the help 
of PWPL.

The visualization:

1) This is the PWPL into your Circuit visualization. The purpose of this visualization is 
to help you collect all the PWPL you have gained in this session and in all gratitude 
and love give it back to PWPL.

(wait about 3-4 seconds)

2) Please sit comfortably and close your eyes. 
Visualize yourself in a pure bubble of PWPL in which you can move around. All you 
see is light and all you feel is peace. To your left is a pair of folded hands. In front of 
you is a pillar of light still brighter than your bubble. This pillar of light also has a pair 
of folded hands.

(wait about 5-10 seconds)

3) To start the process, visualize your heart or the session as a symbol in your hands 
in front of you. Your being chooses the symbol to represent your heart or this 
session. Notice the symbol and its characteristics.

(wait about 10-15 seconds)

When you feel perfectly ready, give this symbol to the pillar of light in front of you. If 
you need help, ask the hands to your left for help. You know you have fully given this 
symbol to the hands when your own hands are back down at your sides. 

(wait about 15 seconds)

The pillar of PWPL now blesses and heals your symbol.

(wait about 10 seconds)

When you feel perfectly ready, put out your hands to fully receive your symbol back.

(wait 5 seconds)

Look at it. Has it changed at all since you gave it to PWPL? Take note of the 
differences if there are any. Your impressions may tell you something about the 
current state of your heart or the results of the session.



(wait 10-15 seconds)

4) When you are done observing your symbol, gently place it into your chest and 
absorb it down into your core where this symbol will become a part of your essence 
and illuminate a part in your circuit with PWPL. 

(wait about 10-15 seconds)

Let this sit for a few moments while you bask in the light of PWPL and the peace in 
your heart  that you are experiencing. You may sit like this for as long as you like 
until you feel like opening your eyes and sharing your experience if you want.

End

5) Sharing phase: Allow the client to bask until they are ready. If they don’t want to 
share, that is ok. However, verbally sharing solidifies the session and its results in 
the real world.


